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Band: Unaussprechlichen Kulten (RCH) 

Genre: Death Metal 

Label: Iron Bonehead Records 

Albumtitle: Baphomet Pan Shub-Niggurath 

Duration: 28:52 

Releasedate: 16.09.2014 

 

Unaussprechlichen Kulten!? Some Death Metal maniacs should yet know the name. The Chilean Band already exists 

since 1999 and has also made a name in Death Metal Underground. Their current album was released as LP in the 

end of June and now it goes on sale as CD on 16th June. This much can be revealed now: This is a real Underground 

gem. The album presents pure Old school Death Metal that stands much more out by its dark atmosphere created 

by the band with this album rather than special technical finesse or innovation.  

 

First of all the album starts rather lowly and dark with the song "Prologue" that introduces the album very well and 

makes immediately clear where the journey will lead us. The gracious Old school Death Metal fan gets everything 

the heart desires in the further progress of the music. Dissonant solos and riffs press straight as well as the variation 

between hammering blast beats, up-tempo passages and slowly dark parts coupled with a creaking Old school 

production. However, this is not in the least negative but rather declare additional charm.  

 

What is special about the album is that there rises an analogy (if only a distant) to Black Metal by a tremolo riff. Also 

a dark atmosphere is created especially attracted in the song "Ceremony for Belial". 

The text concept of the band lean most of all onto occultism and the writings of H. P. Lovecraft 

 

Conclusion: 

Maybe the description of the music doesn't sound especially spectacular but as I mentioned above the album 

doesn't either stands out by technical finesse or any innovations but rather simply by the dark atmosphere and the 

large helping of energy, heart and soul that the band has obviously invested into the album. Indeed, the duration 

could be a little bit longer because 29 minutes are a bit slender. Especially if one considers that this album is the first 

opus since the "People of the Monolid" in 2008. However, every Old school Death Metal maniac should take this 

album to heart one day. 

It pays! 

 

Rating: 8/10 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/unaussprechlichen.kulten/609345889079874 

 

Lineup: 

 

Joseph Cu J Urwen - Vocals / Guitar 

Herbert West - Guitar 

Namru Impetradorum mortem - Bass 

Butcher of Christ - Drums 

L.P.L.C - Spiritual member 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Prologue 

02. The Hooded Baphomet Bleated 

03. La recta provincia 

04. Yogge-Sothothe 

05. Ceremony of Belial 

06. Kadath in the Cold Waste 

07. Nomen Mysticum 

08. Spirals of Acrid Smoke 

09. Epilogie 

 

Author: Thrash Maniac 666 / Translation: Dine 


